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Abstract

This article uni�es various approaches to the analysis of exclu-
sive dealing that so far have been regarded as distinct. The common
element of these approaches is that �rms depart from e¢ cient pric-
ing, raising marginal prices above marginal costs. We show that with
distorted prices, exclusive dealing can be directly pro�table and an-
ticompetitive provided that the dominant �rm enjoys a competitive
advantage over rivals. The dominant �rm gains directly, rather than
in the future, or in adjacent markets, thanks to the boost in demand
it enjoys when buyers sign exclusive contracts. We discuss the impli-
cation of the theory for antitrust policy.
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1 Introduction

Exclusive-dealing agreements prohibit a buyer who purchases a �rm�s prod-

uct from buying the products of the �rm�s competitors. These agreements

are common in vertical relations and are generally regarded with suspicion

by antitrust authorities. However, theory is unsettled and the policy debate

is still ongoing.

The contribution of this article is to unify three approaches to the analysis

of exclusive dealing that so far have been regarded as competing or, at best,

unrelated: the linear pricing model of Mathewson and Winter (1987), the

moral hazard model of Bernheim and Whinston (1998, section V), and the

adverse selection model of Calzolari and Denicolò (2013, 2015). We demon-

strate that, in fact, all these models share a common mechanism and thus

represent di¤erent versions of the same theory.

The theory can be explained in simple terms as follows. Consider the

product market competition among two or more �rms that supply di¤eren-

tiated products. Abstracting from more roundabout e¤ects, the upside of

exclusive dealing is that it increases the demand for the �rm�s product. The

downside is whatever price reduction may be necessary to entice the buyer

to enter into the agreement, compensating him for the loss of the option of

buying other products. This creates a price-volume trade o¤, but one of a

special nature.

The trade-o¤ cannot be favorable if the �rm prices e¢ ciently, setting

marginal prices at cost and extracting the surplus by means of lump-sum

payments. In this case, the increase in volumes would not improve prof-

itability, and the �rm might have to reduce the �xed payment in order to

compensate the buyer for the loss in variety. But when the price-cost gap

is strictly positive at the margin, any increase in sales translates into higher

pro�ts. If the compensation required by the buyer is not too large, exclusive

dealing may then be pro�table. Essentially, price distortions create contrac-

tual externalities.

We shall refer to this explanation for exclusive dealing as the demand
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boost theory, as the key insight is that exclusive dealing creates a boost in

demand that may be directly pro�table.

As said, pro�tability requires that marginal prices be distorted upwards.

We believe this assumption is mild in both theory and practice. In real

life, �rms rarely rely only on �xed fees to extract pro�ts. Even when lump-

sum payments are used, they are often supplemented with marginal prices

in excess of marginal costs.

At the theoretical level, this pattern of pricing is, indeed, optimal if �xed

fees are an imperfect means of rent extraction. This may be so for a variety

of di¤erent reasons. Consider, for instance, the moral hazard model devel-

oped in section V of Bernheim and Whinston (1998). Here, Bernheim and

Whinston adapt to the analysis of exclusive dealing a framework, originally

proposed by Rey and Tirole (1986), in which buyers are risk-averse retailers

who face uncertain demand. In this setting, �xed fees expose retailers to

the risk of making large payments even if demand turns out to be low. To

reduce the risk, upstream �rms lower their �xed fees and distort marginal

prices upwards.

As another example, consider the model of adverse selection of Calzolari

and Denicolò (2013, 2015). In this model, �rms do not exactly know the buy-

ers�willingness to pay for their products, as in the pioneering contributions of

Mussa and Rosen (1978) and Maskin and Riley (1984). Fixed fees may then

create a distortion at the extensive margin by excluding some low-demand

buyers. Balancing distortions at the extensive and intensive margins, �rms

optimally set marginal prices above marginal costs.

These are just two examples. There may be other reasons why �rms

distort marginal prices upwards. As we show, however, the source of price

distortions is not important: the theory applies whenever marginal prices

exceed marginal costs, and for whatever reason. This makes the theory

robust and broadly applicable.

According to the demand-boost theory, the competitive e¤ects of ex-

clusive dealing are as follows. On the one hand, exclusive dealing deprives
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consumers of product variety. On the other hand, it changes the nature of

competition: with exclusive contracts, �rms compete for the whole market

rather than for each marginal unit. And while the competition for marginal

units is attenuated by product di¤erentiation, that for the entire market is

not, as it takes place in utility space, where product di¤erentiation is irrele-

vant.

The e¤ects of this change in the mode of competition depend on the

structure of the market and in particular on the size of the dominant �rm�s

competitive advantage over its rivals. When the competitive advantage is

big, exclusive dealing may increase prices, or else reduce them only slightly.

In this case, exclusive dealing is pro�table for the dominant �rm, and con-

sumers may be harmed both in terms of higher prices and reduced variety.

Remarkably, these negative e¤ects are immediate and direct. In most of the

alternative theories, by contrast, exclusive dealing entails a sacri�ce of pro�ts

that pays o¤ in other stages of the game, and any possible anticompetitive

e¤ects materialize only in the recoupment phase.1 The di¤erence is critical

for antitrust policy.

If however the competitive advantage is small, and the dominant �rm�s

rivals are highly concentrated, exclusive dealing may entail a signi�cant fall

in prices. Pro�ts may then fall, as they are caught in a prisoner�s dilemma.

If the price reduction outweighs the loss of variety, consumers may actually

gain. Thus, exclusive dealing may be procompetitive.

When assessing the competitive e¤ects of exclusive dealing, it is therefore

important that antitrust authorities and the courts try to gauge the size of

the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage. This is a di¢ cult but not impos-

sible task, as the competitive advantage typically correlates with observable

variables, such as for instance the dominant �rm�s market share. The policy

implications of the theory may thus be practical.

1The pro�t sacri�ce may vanish in certain cases, but still there is no direct gain. The
indirect gain may take a variety of forms, such as entry deterrence (e.g. Rasmusen et al.,
1991), the exploitation of a future entrant (e.g. Aghion and Bolton, 1987), the protection
of non-contractible investments (e.g. Marvel, 1982), and so on. See Whinston (2008) and
Fumagalli, Motta and Calcagno (2018) for excellent surveys of the literature.
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The rest of the article proceeds as follows. In the next section, we propose

a simple model where �rms supply di¤erentiated products and compete in

two-part tari¤s. Pricing is modeled by means of a reduced form that captures

in a stylized way the ine¢ ciencies due to moral hazard, adverse selection,

and other possible sources of price distortions. The reduced-form model

simply assumes that extracting buyers�rent by means of �xed fees entails a

deadweight loss, without specifying the nature of this loss.

We then use this model to compare the equilibria that prevail when ex-

clusive contracts are prohibited or permitted. We start, in section 3, from

the case where the dominant �rm�s rivals are so fragmented that they ac-

tually form a competitive fringe. In this case, exclusive dealing is always

anticompetitive. Section 4 extends the analysis to the case where the domi-

nant �rm faces a single rival. The analysis here shows that exclusive dealing

has anticompetitive e¤ects when the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage

is big, procompetitive when it is small.

We �nally turn, in section 5, to the foundations of the reduced-form

model. We consider both the moral hazard model of Bernheim and Whin-

ston (1998) and the adverse selection model of Calzolari and Denicolò (2013,

2015). For both cases, we show that our reduced form captures in a stylized

way the pricing distortions that arise endogenously with market imperfec-

tions, being exactly equivalent in some cases and providing a close approxi-

mation in others.

Section 6 concludes with a brief discussion of the policy and method-

ological implications of the analysis. Proofs and supplementary material are

relegated to the Appendix and a series of online Appendices.2

2 A reduced-form model

In this section, we set up a simple model of competition in two-part tari¤s

with di¤erentiated products. Initially, we abstract from any market imper-

fection other than market power and model �rms� pricing by means of a
2Online appendices are available at Calzolari�s home page.
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reduced form. As we shall show later, however, the pricing strategies we

derive may be re-obtained in more highly structured models with uncertain

demand and adverse selection or moral hazard.

Model assumptions. To eschew intertemporal trade-o¤s, the model is one

stage. There are two substitute goods, denoted by i = 1; 2. In the duopoly

model, they are produced, respectively, by upstream �rm 1 and 2; in the

competitive fringe model, by �rm 1 and a mass of competitive �rms. In any

case, marginal costs ci are constant, and we abstract from �xed costs.

Upstream �rms sell to retailers or, more generally, downstream �rms.

Retailers do not interact strategically with each other, so we can focus on

the �rms�relationships with a single retailer. The gross pro�t that the re-

tailer can make with qi units of good i and qj units of good j is denoted by

u(qi; qj). We assume that this payo¤ function is at least twice continuously

di¤erentiable, and that the goods are imperfect substitutes: uqiqi(qi; qj) �
uqiqj(qi; qj) � 0: (Subscripts denote partial derivatives, and the above in-

equalities are assumed to be strict when quantities are strictly positive.)

Furthermore, we assume that u(qi; qj) vanishes when q1 = q2 = 0 (a normal-

ization), has �nite satiation points �qi implicitly de�ned by uqi(�qi; 0) = 0, and

�nite choke prices �pi = uqi(0; 0) > ci. Further regularity assumptions will be

introduced as needed in the subsequent sections.

Firms may be asymmetric; in particular, upstream �rm 1 (which we shall

refer to as the dominant �rm) may have a competitive advantage over its

rival. The competitive advantage may be due to lower costs, higher quality,

or a combination of the two. To �x ideas, however, we shall assume that the

payo¤ function u(qi; qj) is symmetric and focus on cost asymmetries. Our

measure of the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage will then be the cost

gap c � c2�c1 � 0.3 Normalizing the unit production cost of good 1 to zero,
c becomes the unit cost of producing good 2.

3The model is analytically equivalent to one in which costs are symmetric and c is
an index of vertical di¤erentiation, with product 1 being of greater quality, and hence
in greater demand, than product 2. In this interpretation, the retailer�s payo¤ function
would be u(q1; q2)� cq2.
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Following Rey and Tirole (1986) and Bernheim and Whinston (1998),

initially we assume that each upstream �rm i o¤ers only one two-part tari¤

Pi = Fi+ piqi, where Fi is the �xed fee and pi is the marginal price.4 A tari¤

is denoted by (pi; Fi). We distinguish between two regimes, depending on

whether exclusive contracts are permitted or not. When they are permitted,

upstream �rm i may o¤er either an exclusive tari¤ (denoted by superscript

E), which requires qj = 0, or a non-exclusive tari¤ (denoted by superscript

NE), which allows for qj > 0. When exclusive contracts are prohibited,

in contrast, the �rm�s tari¤ cannot be conditioned on whether the buyer

purchases from the rival or not.

Timing is as follows. First, upstream �rms choose simultaneously and

independently their tari¤s. The retailer then chooses which contracts to sign,

and the quantities to buy. Finally, payo¤s realize.

We shall refer to the case in which the retailer buys from only one �rm as

exclusive representation, and to the case where he buys from both as common

representation. Exclusive representation may emerge either when �rms o¤er

exclusive tari¤s, or else when the tari¤s are not exclusive but the retailer

elects to buy from one �rm only.

Distortionary pricing. With constant marginal costs, two-part tari¤s in

principle permit e¢ cient pro�t extraction. In fact, with complete informa-

tion and no market imperfections, �rms would set marginal prices at cost

and extract the pro�t by means of �xed fees only. As discussed in the in-

troduction, however, such a pattern of pricing is no longer optimal in the

presence of moral hazard, adverse selection, or other market imperfections.

In these cases, �rms may optimally choose to reduce the �xed fees and raise

marginal prices above marginal costs.

For the time being, we capture this e¤ect in a reduced-form way, assuming

4The assumption that each �rm o¤ers only a two-part tari¤ may be justi�ed as in Rey
and Tirole (1986). In the duopoly model, however, this assumption may create issues
of equilibrium existence. To guarantee the existence of an equilibrium we shall therefore
allow each �rm to o¤er one tari¤ that applies in equilibrium and another tari¤, which is
never chosen by the buyer but serves to prevent deviations from the equilibrium.
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that extracting rents by means of �xed fees creates deadweight losses. To be

precise, we assume that with a lump-sum payment of Fi, the �rm earns Fi

but the retailer loses (1 + �)Fi, with � � 0. For consistency with the more
highly structured models developed later, we assume that the cost � appears

only when Fi > 0. This guarantees that lump-sum subsidies do not entail

any bene�t and hence will never be used.

In section 5, we shall show that this reduced-form model produces the

same qualitative results as fully speci�ed models of moral hazard and adverse

selection. In fact, the parameter � may capture also other imperfections that

make utility not perfectly transferable.5 The reduced-form model is agnostic

about the exact source of the ine¢ ciency: it focuses on the consequences

rather than the causes of imperfect rent extraction.

Indirect payo¤functions. In what follows, we shall use repeatedly indirect

and semi-indirect payo¤ functions.

The retailer�s indirect payo¤ function (gross of �xed fees) under common

representation is

V CR(p1; p2) = max
q1�0;q2�0

[u(q1; q2)� p1q1 � p2q2]:

Under exclusive representation, it is simply V E(pi) = maxqi�0[u(qi; 0) �
piqi] = V

CR(pi;1):
The semi-indirect payo¤ function instead gives the highest payo¤, gross

of �rm j�s �xed fee and any payment to �rm i, that the retailer can obtain

with qi units of good i given that he can then buy product j at price pj:

v(qi; pj) = max
qj�0

[u(qi; qj)� pjqj] :

5For example, if buyers are �nal consumers, they might underestimate future demand,
as in Della Vigna and Malmendier (2004) and a rapidly growing body of related literature.
In this case, the true expected gains from trade cannot be extracted by means of �xed
fees because the perceived gains are lower than the true ones. As another example, buyers
may be retailers or downstream �rms that compete in linear prices in the downstream
market, as in Ramezzana (2016) and Nocke and Rey (2018). In this case, a positive value
of � might capture the pro�ts lost due to excessive competition among downstream �rms
facing e¢ cient wholesale marginal prices. Such disruptive competition would instead be
attenuated with distorted prices.
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Under common representation, i.e. when qj > 0, the function will be denoted

by vCR(qi; pj). Under exclusive representation, i.e. when qj = 0, the function

reduces to

vE(qi) = u(qi; 0):

Both functions vCR(qi; pj) and vE(qi) are continuous, increasing up to a point,

and concave.6

Let v(qi) denote any generic semi-indirect payo¤ function. The inverse

demand for product i (i.e., the residual demand) is found by maximizing

v(qi) � piqi, and is therefore pi = vqi(qi). This implies a one-to-one corre-

spondence between pi and qi, so marginal prices and quantities can be used

interchangeably. We shall often use this fact below without an explicit ref-

erence.

3 Competitive fringe

We now analyze the implications of price distortions for exclusive dealing

arrangements. We start from the competitive fringe model, which provides

the simplest possible framework where the anticompetitive e¤ects of the prac-

tice may be analyzed. The procompetitive e¤ects, on the contrary, can arise

in our setting only when the dominant �rm�s rivals are more concentrated

and thus will be analyzed in the duopoly model of the next section.

Equilibrium. The competitive fringe always prices at cost, p2 = c and

F2 = 0, without imposing any exclusivity clause. Thus, the reservation payo¤

6For vE(qi), these properties follow immediately from the model�s assumptions. For
vCR(qi; pj), by the envelope theorem we have

vCRqi (qi; pj) = uqi(qi; q
�
j (qi; pj)) > 0;

where q�j (qi; pj) = argmaxqj�0 [u(qi; qj)� pjqj ], and

vCRqiqi(qi; pj) = uqiqi(qi; q
�
j )�

�
uqiqj (qi; q

�
j )
�2

uqjqj (qi; q
�
j )

< 0:
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that the retailer can obtain by dealing only with the competitive fringe is

vCR(0; c) (or, equivalently, V E(c)).

The dominant �rm maximizes its pro�t, �1(q1) = p1q1 + F1, under the

constraint that the retailer obtains at least his reservation payo¤:

v(q1)� p1q1 � (1 + �)F1 � vCR(0; c): (1)

Clearly, the participation constraint (1) must be binding at the optimum;

if not, the �rm could increase its �xed fee. Thus, keeping in mind that

p1 = vq1(q1), the dominant �rm�s pro�t may be rewritten as

�1(q1) =
1

1 + �

�
v(q1)� vCR(0; c)

�
+

�

1 + �
vq1(q1)q1: (2)

Expression (2) shows that the dominant �rm�s pro�t is a weighted average of

its marginal contribution v(q1)� vCR(0; c) and the linear-pricing pro�t p1q1,
with a relative weight of � (recall that the marginal cost c1 has been nor-

malized to zero). The marginal contribution is the bilateral surplus created

when the retailer trades with �rm 1. Loosely speaking, the �rst term on the

right-hand side of (2) is the pro�t that can be extracted by means of the

�xed fee, the second is the pro�t extracted by means of a positive price-cost

gap at the margin.

For simplicity, we assume that the pro�t function is strictly quasi-concave

for q1 � �q1. (There is no loss of generality in restricting q1 to range in the

interval [0; �q1].) Thus, the solution to the dominant �rm�s pro�t maximiza-

tion problem �and hence the equilibrium of the competitive fringe model �

exists and is unique.

The solution has the following properties. First of all, in the limiting case

� = 0, the pro�t function reduces to the marginal contribution. The optimal

marginal price then equals the marginal cost, and the pro�t is extracted by

means of the �xed fee only.

Second, as soon as � > 0, the �rm complements the �xed fee with a

positive price-cost margin as a means of pro�t extraction. This follows from

the fact that the marginal contribution is maximized at p1 = 0 whereas

the linear-pricing pro�t is maximized at p1 > 0. By the envelope theorem,
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starting from p1 = 0, a small price increase has a second-order negative

e¤ect on the marginal contribution and a �rst-order positive e¤ect on the

linear-pricing pro�t. This implies that setting p1 > 0 is pro�table whenever

� > 0.

Finally, the �xed fee is never negative.7 The �xed fee may however

vanish, and it will indeed always do so in the limit as � ! 1. In this case,
the pro�t is extracted by means of positive price-cost margins only.

Formulas (1) and (2), as well as the properties just mentioned, hold

both with common and exclusive representation. The di¤erence between

the two cases is captured by the di¤erent speci�cation of the semi-indirect

payo¤ function v(q1): under common representation, this is vCR(q1; c); under

exclusive representation, it is vE(q1).

Non-exclusive contracts. When exclusive contracts are prohibited, the semi-

indirect payo¤ function v(q1; c) = max[vCR(q1; c); vE(q1)] has two branches,

with a kink corresponding to the limit quantity qlim1 where the demand for

product 2 vanishes. The solution to the dominant �rm�s pricing problem may

then lie on either branch of the pro�t function, or at the kink. Accordingly,

the equilibrium may take three forms: common representation, limit pricing,

or monopoly:8

Proposition 1 If exclusive dealing is prohibited, the equilibrium in the com-

petitive fringe model is as follows:

� (common representation) when c < clim, the dominant �rm�s tari¤ is

p�1 = v
CR
q1
(q�1; c) and F

�
1 =

vCR(q�1 ;c)�vCR(0;c)
1+�

, where the output level q�1 is

implicitly de�ned by

vCRq1 (q
�
1; c) +

�

1 + �
vCRq1q1(q

�
1; c)q

�
1 = 0; (3)

7The reason for this is that if F1 < 0, the pro�t function would reduce to the mar-
ginal contribution, as by assumption lump-sum subsidies do not entail any gain. But the
maximization of the marginal contribution entails p1 = 0 and F1 > 0, a contradiction.

8To avoid well-known problems of equilibrium existence, we assume that the retailer has
lexicographic preferences. That is, he maximizes his net payo¤, but faced with alternatives
that deliver the same payo¤, he prefers common representation over dealing only with the
dominant �rm, and dealing with the dominant �rm over dealing with the fringe (or with
�rm 2 in the duopoly model).
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the fringe�s output q�2 > 0 is implicitly given by the condition uq2(q
�
1; q

�
2) =

c;

� (limit pricing) when clim � c < cDRAS, the dominant �rm prices at

plim1 = vCRq1 (q
lim
1 ; c) and F

lim
1 =

vE(qlim1 )�vCR(0;c)
1+�

; where the limit quantity

qlim1 is implicitly de�ned by

uq2(q
lim
1 ; 0) = c;

and the fringe is foreclosed (q2 = 0);

� (monopoly) when c � cDRAS, the dominant �rm prices at pM1 = vEq1(q
M
1 )

and FM1 =
vE(qM1 )�vCR(0;c)

1+�
, where the monopoly output level qM1 is im-

plicitly de�ned by

vEq1(q
M
1 ) +

�

1 + �
vEq1q1(q

M
1 )q

M
1 = 0, (4)

and the fringe is inactive (q2 = 0).

The thresholds clim and cDRAS are such that q�1 and q
M
1 , respectively,

coincide with qlim1 . Thus, we have cDRAS = uq2(q
M
1 ; 0), whereas clim may be

de�ned by condition clim = uq2(q
�
1(clim); 0), or, equivalently:

vCRq1 (q
lim
1 (clim); clim) +

�

1 + �
vCRq1q1(q

lim
1 (clim); clim)q

lim
1 (clim) = 0: (5)

Note that when c � cDRAS, the competitive pressure exerted by the fringe
is so weak that its only e¤ect is to guarantee the retailer a reservation payo¤

of vCR(0; c). Since this is the same with and without exclusive dealing, there

is nothing to gain by imposing exclusivity clauses. The analysis of exclusive

dealing is therefore interesting only when c < cDRAS.

Exclusive dealing. If exclusive contracts are permitted, the dominant �rm

can choose whether to o¤er an exclusive or a non-exclusive tari¤.

If it o¤ers an exclusive tari¤, the equilibrium necessarily entails exclusive

representation. The fringe, which is less e¢ cient than the dominant �rm, is

always foreclosed. In expression (2), the relevant function becomes therefore

vE(q1). The equilibrium may take two forms, depending again on the size of
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the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage. When c is large, the dominant

�rm can set the marginal price at the monopoly level and adjust the �xed

fee so as to ensure participation. When c is small, by contrast, the �xed

fee vanishes and participation must be guaranteed by reducing the marginal

price.

Proposition 2 In any equilibrium with exclusive contracts, the competitive

fringe is foreclosed. If c > pM1 , the dominant �rm charges the monopoly price

pM1 and a positive �xed fee FM1 =
vE(qM1 )�vCR(0;c)

1+�
. If instead c � pM1 , the

dominant �rm just undercuts the fringe, setting p1 = c and F1 = 0.

Since pM1 is a function of �, which case applies depends not only on the

competitive advantage c but also on the magnitude of the price distortions.

In particular, when � is small, qM1 is close to the e¢ cient level of output under

exclusive representation. And since the dominant �rm has a lower cost than

the fringe, this implies that vE(qM1 ) � vEq1(qM1 )qM1 > vCR(0; c), thus allowing

for a strictly positive �xed fee. But when � gets larger, the monopoly output

may become so small that vE(qM1 ) � vEq1(qM1 )qM1 < vCR(0; c). In this case,

a negative �xed fee would be required to meet the participation constraint,

but, as we have seen above, this cannot be optimal. The optimum is then

given by F1 = 0 and p1 = c.

Pro�tability. We now compare the dominant �rm�s pro�t in the two

regimes. The pro�tability of exclusive dealing depends on three factors: the

magnitude of the price distortions, the dominant �rm�s competitive advan-

tage, and the degree of product di¤erentiation. We consider each of these

factors in turn.

Price distortions. It is easy to con�rm that when prices are not distorted

(� = 0), exclusive dealing cannot be pro�table and hence will never be

adopted. Analytically, when � = 0 the dominant �rm�s pro�t reduces to its

marginal contribution v(q1)� vCR(0; c). Plainly, vCR(q1; c) � vE(q1), re�ect-
ing the ine¢ ciency of exclusive dealing due to the loss of product variety,
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and implying that exclusive dealing is never pro�table.9

Things are di¤erent when marginal prices are distorted upwards (� > 0).

In this case, part of the dominant �rm�s pro�t is extracted by means of a

positive price-cost margin. Exclusive dealing then becomes bene�cial in that

it boosts the demand for the dominant �rm�s product. Analytically, this

demand-enhancing e¤ect is captured by inequality vEq1(q1) > vCRq1 (q1; c),
10

which holds because the goods are substitutes.

Can this e¤ect make exclusive dealing pro�table? The answer is a¢ rma-

tive as soon as prices are just minimally distorted:

Proposition 3 For any arbitrarily small � > 0, there exists a non-empty

left neighborhood of cDRAS in which exclusive dealing is pro�table.

Competitive advantage. For any level of the price distortions, another key

factor for the pro�tability of exclusive dealing is the size of the dominant

�rm�s competitive advantage. Proposition 3 already suggests that pro�tabil-

ity requires that the competitive advantage is su¢ ciently large. This is true,

in fact, not only when � is small but more generally.

This pattern will be demonstrated in section 3.4 with a linear demand

speci�cation, but the intuition is much more general. As we have seen above,

the upside of exclusive dealing is that it boosts the demand for the dominant

�rm�s product. The downside is twofold. First, exclusive dealing reduces

product variety and hence the dominant �rm�s marginal contribution. This

decreases the pro�ts that can be extracted by means of the �xed fee. Second,

and crucial for the intuition, pro�t extraction is constrained by the buyer�s

willingness to sign the exclusive contract, which requires that he obtains at

least the reservation payo¤ vCR(0; c). Since the optimal �xed fee cannot be

negative, this condition implies pE1 � c. When the competitive advantage

c is small, this upper bound is tight, so there is little to be gained from

9This result was �rst noted and proved analytically by O�Brien and Sha¤er (1997) and
Bernheim and Whinston (1998).
10This inequality follows from the envelope theorem, which implies vCRq1 (q1; c) =

uq1(q1; q2), and the assumption that uq1q2(q1; q2) � 0.
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the increase in volumes. If instead c is large, there is more room for tak-

ing advantage of the boost in demand, and hence exclusive dealing can be

pro�table.

On a broader level, the reason why the pro�tability of exclusive dealing

depends on the size of the competitive advantage is that exclusive dealing

changes the nature of competition among the �rms. Without exclusive con-

tracts, �rms compete for each marginal unit; with exclusive contracts, they

compete for the entire volume demanded by a buyer. When the products are

imperfect substitutes, the competition for marginal units is attenuated by

product di¤erentiation. The competition for exclusives, by contrast, is not,

as it takes place in utility space where products are e¤ectively homogeneous.

Whether the more intense competition bene�ts the dominant �rm or not

depends on the size of its competitive advantage. When c is small, prod-

uct di¤erentiation shelters the dominant �rm against disruptive competition

from the fringe. Exclusive dealing removes the protection and is therefore

unpro�table. When instead c is large, product di¤erentiation in fact protects

the fringe, allowing it to maintain a positive market share even in the face

of a substantially more e¢ cient competitor. In this case, wiping out prod-

uct di¤erentiation allows the dominant �rm to seize the competitive fringe�s

market niche, thereby increasing its pro�t.11

Product substitutability. Exclusive dealing is not pro�table when the products

are perfect substitutes, or when they are completely independent. In the

11These e¤ects are clearest in the limiting case �!1, where �xed fees are so costly that
most of the pro�t is extracted by distorting the marginal price. In this case, the fact that
exclusive dealing reduces the marginal contribution is inconsequential. But the marginal
price cannot be greater than c. This immediately implies that when c = 0, the exclusive
pro�t vanishes. Under common representation, by contrast, the dominant �rm can take
advantage of product di¤erentiation to obtain a positive pro�t even if c = 0. Exclusive
contracts are therefore unpro�table when c = 0, and by continuity this result will still
hold when the competitive advantage is su¢ ciently small. On the other hand, it is easy to
see that exclusive dealing is pro�table if the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage is big
enough. Most obviously, a su¢ cient condition for this is c � pM1 . In this case, the upper
bound on the exclusive price is not binding, and therefore the comparison between the
exclusive and non-exclusive pro�ts is entirely driven by the demand-enhancing e¤ect. But
condition c � pM1 is in fact far from necessary; as we shall see below, exclusive dealing can
be pro�table even if the exclusive price is constrained by the fringe�s competitive pressure
and hence must be set at c.
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former case, the dominant �rm must set p1 = c and F1 = 0 both with and

without exclusive contracts, and the fringe is foreclosed in both cases. When

instead the products are completely independent, or just poor substitutes, the

dominant �rm enjoys a near monopoly even under common representation.

Engaging in competition for the entire market can then only decrease its

pro�t.

It is therefore for intermediate degrees of substitutability that exclusive

dealing can be pro�table.12 In the linear demand example considered below,

the pro�t gain indeed �rst increases and then decreases with the degree of

product di¤erentiation.

Welfare e¤ects. When exclusive contracts are pro�table, how do they a¤ect

the retailer and the �nal consumers? In the competitive fringe model, the

dominant �rm always extracts any rent in excess of the retailer�s reservation

payo¤. Thus, the retailer always obtains exactly vCR(0; c), both with and

without exclusive contracts.

To assess the impact of exclusive dealing on �nal consumers, however, a

more relevant criterion may be the retailer�s payo¤ gross of the �xed fee, as

�xed fees are a �xed cost which as such may not be passed on to consumer

prices. Using this criterion, it is easy to see that �nal consumers are always

harmed by exclusive dealing. Under common representation, the retailer can

always procure good 2 at marginal price c, and good 1 at a marginal price

that never exceeds pM1 . With exclusive dealing, instead, the retailer procures

only good 1, at a marginal price of either c or pM1 . Therefore, exclusive

dealing generally reduces product variety without entailing any bene�t in

terms of wholesale marginal prices.13

In fact, when cDRAS > c > clim, exclusive dealing increases the dominant

12Things are di¤erent with increasing marginal costs, which, as is well known, may
generate economic e¤ects similar to those of product di¤erentiation. This implies, in par-
ticular, that with increasing marginal costs exclusive dealing may be pro�table even when
the products are homogeneous. See, for instance, Calzolari and Denicolò (2020), which
focuses on the case where �rms face capacity constraints (an extreme form of increasing
marginal costs).
13In terms of the indirect payo¤ functions, the above argument may be summarized as

follows: V CR(pNE1 ; c) � V CR(pM1 ; c) > V E(c) � V E(pE1 ):
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�rm�s marginal price, from plim1 to pM1 . This re�ects the fact that exclusive

dealing is a more e¢ cient tool for foreclosing the fringe than limit pricing.

In this case, �nal consumers are harmed in terms of higher prices (product

variety being lost in all cases). For lower values of c, they may be harmed

both in terms of higher prices and lower variety. And even when c is so small

that the dominant �rm�s price decreases, the reduction is limited and cannot

outweigh the loss of product variety.

Linear demand. To illustrate the e¤ects discussed above, we work out the

equilibrium for the simple case of a quadratic payo¤ function:

u(q1; q2) = (q1 + q2)�
1

2

�
q21 + q

2
2

�
� q1q2; (6)

which implies linear demand functions. Speci�cally, the demand for product

1 is

qE1 = 1� p1

under exclusive representation, and

qCR1 =
1� p1 � (1� p2)

1� 2

under common representation.

With no loss of generality, both the intercept and the slope of the exclu-

sive demand curve have been normalized to one. The remaining parameter,

, captures the degree of substitutability between the goods. It ranges from

0 (independent goods) to 1 (perfect substitutes).

It is straightforward to calculate the non-exclusive marginal price chosen

by the dominant �rm in a common representation equilibrium:

pNE1 =
�

1 + 2�
[1� (1� c)] ;

and the associated �xed fee:

FNE1 =
(1 + �) [1� (1� c)]2

2(1� 2)(1 + 2�)2 :

One can verify that pNE1 ! 0 as �! 0, and FNE1 ! 0 as �!1. The above
tari¤ however applies only as long as c is lower than

clim =
(1� )[1 + �(2 + )]

1 + �(2� 2) ;
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a condition that guarantees that both quantities are strictly positive. When

c � clim, we have a limit pricing equilibrium with

plim1 = 1� 1� c


and

F lim1 =
(1� 2)(1� c)2
2(1 + �)2

:

With exclusive contracts, the optimal marginal price is

pE1 = min

�
c;

�

1 + 2�

�
:

That is, the dominant �rm either charges the monopoly price pM1 (�) =
�

1+2�

or undercuts the fringe �whichever leads to the lower marginal price. The

corresponding �xed fee is

FE1 = max

240;
�
c� �

1+2�

��
2� c� �

1+2�

�
2(1 + �)

35 :

[Figure 1 about here.

Caption of �gure 1: Exclusive dealing is unpro�table for c < cPROF (the

dark grey region), pro�table for cPROF < c < cDRAS (the light grey region),

and irrelevant for c � cDRAS. ]

Comparing pro�ts under exclusive dealing and common representation,

we have:

Proposition 4 With the quadratic payo¤ function (6), for any value of �

there exist a lower and an upper threshold, cPROF and cDRAS, such that

exclusive dealing is unpro�table for c < cPROF , pro�table for cPROF < c <

cDRAS, and irrelevant for c � cDRAS. Both cDRAS and cPROF converge to 1�
as �! 0, the limiting case in which exclusive dealing is never pro�table.
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The curves cPROF and cDRAS are depicted in Figure 1.14 The dominant

�rm engages in exclusive dealing in the region between these two curves. Ex-

clusive dealing therefore tends to prevail when the dominant �rm�s compet-

itive advantage is strong and the degree of product substitutability is large.

An increase in �, which widens price distortions, shifts the cPROF curve down

and the cDRAS curve up. Thus, the stronger the price distortions, the larger

the region where exclusive dealing will be observed.

[Figure 2 about here

Caption of �gure 2: The dominant �rm�s percentage pro�t gain from

exclusive dealing is inverted-U shaped in the degree of product

substitutability . The percentage loss in consumers�welfare, by contrast,

is overall decreasing in . The dashed vertical line on the right corresponds

to the critical value of  above which limit pricing arises. The �gure has

been drawn for � = 6 and c = 1
3
. The online Appendix shows how the �gure

changes as these parameters vary.]

Figure 2 illustrates the size of the pro�t gain, in percentage terms, as

a function of the degree of product di¤erentiation. Consistently with the

above discussion, the pro�t gain is in fact negative when the products are

poor substitutes and vanishes when the products are perfectly homogeneous.

However, it is positive when the degree of product substitutability exceeds a

critical threshold, being largest for intermediate degrees of product di¤eren-

tiation.

Figure 2 depicts also the welfare loss of �nal consumers, as measured

by the percentage fall in the retailer�s payo¤ gross of the �xed fees. (As

discussed above, this variable may be taken as an index of the anticompetitive

e¤ects of exclusive dealing.) The welfare loss is largest when the products

are poor substitutes and tends to decrease as  increases. Like the pro�t

gain, the welfare loss vanishes when the products are homogeneous: in this

case, exclusive dealing is e¤ectively neutral.

14The explicit formulas are cumbersome and are relegated to online Appendix 1.
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4 Duopoly

To highlight the possible procompetitive e¤ects of exclusive dealing, we now

turn to a model where the dominant �rm faces a single rival. With di¤eren-

tiated products, the rival will possess some market power, so in the common

representation equilibrium prices are higher than in the competitive fringe

model. This implies that exclusive dealing may now cause bigger price re-

ductions. Whether this may o¤set the loss of product variety, is the issue we

address in this section.

Non-exclusive contracts. We start from the benchmark case where ex-

clusive contracts are prohibited. The analysis is now complicated by issues

of equilibrium existence: under duopoly, a pure strategy equilibrium with

common representation generally fails to exist when each �rm o¤ers only one

two-part tari¤.

The reason for this is as follows. In any candidate equilibrium with

common representation, each �rm i must set its �xed fee in such a way

that the retailer�s payo¤ equals his outside option. The outside option is

the largest payo¤ that the retailer could get by refusing i�s contract and

dealing with �rm j only. Denoting the payo¤ under common representation

by �CR and that under exclusive representation with �rm 1 and 2 by �E1
and �E2 , respectively, the preceding argument implies that �

CR = �E1 = �
E
2 .

Thus, in any candidate equilibrium, the retailer must be indi¤erent between

dealing with both �rms or with only either one. Furthermore, as we have

seen above, when � > 0 �rms must distort marginal prices upwards in any

candidate equilibrium.

All of this implies that each �rm i has a pro�table deviation from any

candidate equilibrium with common representation. The deviation consists

of reducing its marginal price pi by a positive but arbitrarily small amount.

This price reduction increases �Ei more than �
CR,15 implying that after the

deviation the retailer will prefer to deal exclusively with the deviating �rm

15By the envelope theorem, the e¤ect of a small change in price on the retailer�s payo¤
is equal to his demand, and we already know that for any given marginal price qEi > q

CR
i .
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i. But this implies that the deviating �rm�s volumes increase by a discrete

amount. And since the price-cost margin is positive, the price reduction,

which can be arbitrarily small, must be pro�table.16

This existence problem is a consequence of the assumption that each �rm

o¤ers a single tari¤. The problem disappears if �rms are allowed to o¤er,

along with the tari¤s that are accepted in equilibrium, other tari¤s that are

destined not to be accepted but serve to prevent deviations to exclusivity.17

In this section, we therefore assume that each �rm o¤ers one actual tari¤, at

which trade takes place, and one barrage tari¤, which prevents deviations to

exclusive representation.

This solves the problem of existence, as we shall con�rm momentarily,

but may create a multiplicity of equilibria. The multiplicity is caused by the

fact that the barrage tari¤s, which are destined not to be accepted, may be

varied arbitrarily, at least to some extent. However, only the equilibrium

�xed fees are indeterminate: the equilibrium marginal prices (and hence

the equilibrium quantities) are pinned down uniquely. To the extent that

�xed fees are not passed on to consumer prices, the multiplicity is therefore

irrelevant for the welfare results.

At any rate, here we focus on the equilibrium where the actual �xed fees

are largest �i.e., the equilibrium that is payo¤ dominant for the �rms. Ex-

clusive dealing is least likely to be pro�table against this benchmark, which is

therefore as conservative as possible. Moreover, the payo¤-dominant equilib-

rium is �risk free,�as it can be supported by barrage tari¤s that, if accepted,

would result in exactly the same pro�t as the actual equilibrium tari¤s. In

the other equilibria, the barrage tari¤s are less pro�table than the actual

ones, exposing the �rms to some strategic risk.

16This argument was �rst articulated by Inderst (2010).
17The equilibrium existence problem is related to the failure of the revelation principle

with multiple principals (see e.g. McAfee, 1993), which implies that with complete in-
formation a simple take-it-or-leave-it o¤er does not su¢ ce to characterize the equilibrium
set. The idea that additional contracts must then be o¤ered has been explored, among
others, by Chiesa and Denicolò (2009), Rey and Whinston (2013), Ramezzana (2016) and
Nocke and Rey (2018) in di¤erent settings.
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Marginal prices. The marginal prices in a common representation equilibrium

are determined as follows. Remember that vCR(qi; pj) is the indirect payo¤

function when the retailer can purchase product j at price pj. As usual, the

participation constraint must be binding and thus it implies

vCR(qi; pj)� piqi � (1 + �)(Fi + Fj) = �Ej ;

where �Ej is the retailer�s outside option. (Crucially, �
E
j is now determined

by �rm j�s barrage tari¤. This implies that a small reduction in the actual

marginal price pj does not a¤ect �Ej and thus does not trigger a switch to

exclusive representation.) We can then solve for Fi and substitute into �rm

i�s pro�t function to get

�i(qi; pj) =
1

1 + �

�
vCR(qi; pj)� ciqi � �Ej

�
+

�

1 + �
�i(qi; pj)� Fj;

where �i(qi; pj) = (pi � ci)qi.
The pro�t-maximizing marginal price is pi = vCRqi (q

�
i ; pj), where q

�
i max-

imizes �i(qi; pj). Since in a common representation equilibrium the solution

must be interior, it is given by the �rst-order condition

vCRqi (q
�
i ; pj) +

�

1 + �
vCRqiqi(q

�
i ; pj)qi = ci. (7)

The solution depends on pj but not on Fj nor on �Ej , so we can write �rm

i�s best response as pi = BRi(pj). In equilibrium, the marginal prices must

be a �xed point of these best responses. We shall denote the �xed point

by (p�1; p
�
2).

18 As usual, the marginal prices fully pin down the equilibrium

quantities.

Like in the competitive fringe model, this common representation equi-

librium is obtained when the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage is not

too large (c < clim, where clim is still given by (5)). If instead c is larger

(cDRAS > c � clim), there is a limit pricing equilibrium where the dominant

�rm sets its marginal price at plim1 . Firm 2 is foreclosed and hence prices

18Existence of the �xed point may be guaranteed by standard regularity conditions.
Uniqueness is not necessary for our results but is implicitly assumed for ease of exposition.
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at cost, setting p2 = c and F2 = 0. The limit pricing equilibrium is there-

fore identical to that of the competitive fringe model and appears in the

same range of parameter values. Like in the competitive fringe model, the

dominant �rm can engage in monopoly pricing if c � cDRAS.

Fixed fees. While the limit-pricing equilibrium does not require barrage of-

fers and is therefore unique,19 the common representation outcome must be

sustained by suitable barrage tari¤s that prevent deviations to exclusive rep-

resentation. These barrage tari¤s are designed in such a way that should the

retailer choose one such tari¤, out of equilibrium, he would then prefer not to

deal with the other �rm. Thus, these tari¤s generally involve low marginal

prices and large �xed fees.

The equilibrium actual marginal prices (p�1; p
�
2), and hence the equilibrium

quantities, do not depend on the barrage tari¤s but the actual �xed fees do.

As noted above, this creates a multiplicity of equilibria as the barrage tari¤s,

which are not taken in equilibrium, are to some extent arbitrary.

The following proposition characterizes the equilibrium that is payo¤

dominant for the upstream �rms.

Proposition 5 When each �rm can o¤er one actual tari¤ and one barrage

tari¤, if c < clim there exists a common representation equilibrium where

�rms�pro�ts are largest. The equilibrium actual tari¤s are (p�i ; F
�
i ); where

the marginal prices p�i are given by the intersection of the best responses (7)

and the �xed fees F �i are implicitly determined by the conditions

V CR(p�1; p
�
2)� (1 + �)(F �1 + F �2 ) = �� (8)

p�1q
CR
1 (p�1; p

�
2) + F

�
1 = ~p1(�

�)qE1 (~p1(�
�)) + ~F1(�

�) (9)

(p�2 � c) qCR2 (p�1; p
�
2) + F

�
2 = [~p2(�

�)� c] qE2 (~p2(��)) + ~F2(�
�);(10)

where (~pi(�); ~Fi(�)) is the solution to the following problem:

maxpi;Fi�0[(pi � ci)qEi (pi) + Fi]
s.t. V E(pi)� (1 + �)Fi � �
V CR(pi; p

�
j)� (1 + �)(Fi + F �j ) � V E(pi)� (1 + �)Fi:

(11)

19The limit-pricing equilibrium already entails exclusive representation, so the dominant
�rm has no pro�table deviation to exclusivity. Firm 2, in its turn, cannot do any better
than standing ready to supply its product at cost.
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The equilibrium barrage tari¤s guarantee to the retailer a payo¤ of �� under

exclusive representation; for example, they could be
�
c; V

E(c)���
1+�

�
for both

�rms.

Intuitively, each of the two �rms�barrage tari¤ pins down the retailer�s

payo¤at ��. As a result, the retailer�s payo¤cannot be decreased unilaterally

by any one of the �rms. For any given �� and F �j , condition (8) then implies

that �rm i cannot increase its actual �xed fee F �i , as this would lead the

retailer to switch to �rm j�s barrage tari¤. Since the marginal prices must

be (p�1; p
�
2), this implies that there are no pro�table deviations to a di¤erent

common representation outcome.

Conditions (9) and (10) guarantee that there are no deviations to exclu-

sive representation either. The most pro�table such deviation is the solution

to problem (11),20 but conditions (9)-(10) ensure that even the best deviation

to exclusivity is no more pro�table than the equilibrium actual tari¤.

Notice that the barrage tari¤s
�
c; V

E(c)���
1+�

�
could in fact be replaced by

(~pi(�
�); ~Fi(�

�)). Since the �rst constraint in problem (11) is always bind-

ing, these latter tari¤s also guarantee a payo¤ of �� to the retailer. Now,

conditions (9)-(10) ensure that the pro�t that �rm i would make if tari¤

(~pi(�
�); ~Fi(�

�)) were accepted is exactly the same as its equilibrium pro�t,

con�rming that upstream �rms need not be exposed to any risk when o¤ering

barrage tari¤s.

This property, however, holds true only for the equilibrium that is pay-

o¤ dominant for the �rms. From the above discussion, it should be clear

that other equilibria may exist, where the left-hand sides of (9), (10), or

both, strictly exceed their respective right-hand sides. This would a fortiori

ensure that there are no pro�table deviations to exclusive representation,

20The �rst constraint in problem (11) says that the contract must be accepted by the
retailer. Plainly, at the optimum this constraint must bind, so the retailer is just indif-
ferent between taking the deviation tari¤ or sticking to the actual equilibrium ones. The
second constraint requires that the deviation does indeed lead to exclusive representation
�otherwise, we already know it could not be pro�table. A third constraint is that the
retailer must not prefer to take both �rm i�s deviation tari¤ and �rm j�s barrage tari¤.
However, it is easy to check that this further constraint never binds at the optimum and
thus is redundant.
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guaranteeing that we have an equilibrium. But in these equilibria, the �xed

fees would be smaller. Besides, the barrage contracts that support these equi-

libria would be less pro�table than the equilibrium actual tari¤s. O¤ering

these barrage tari¤s would then inevitably entail some strategic risk.

Exclusive dealing. Against the (conservative) benchmark characterized by

Proposition 5, suppose now that exclusive contracts are permitted. We con-

sider �rst the case in which exclusive contracts are accepted in equilibrium,

so that the equilibrium outcome is one of exclusive representation21. This is

arguably the most relevant case for policy purposes, as antitrust cases are

typically brought when exclusive dealing prevails in practice.

Such an exclusive representation equilibrium always exists when �rms

can o¤er exclusive tari¤s. Furthermore, the exclusive representation equilib-

rium is unique and is exactly the same as in the competitive fringe model

(Proposition 2). This follows from two simple remarks. First, when one �rm

o¤ers an exclusive tari¤, it is always a best response for the rival to o¤er

an exclusive tari¤ as well. That is, there is nothing to gain by unilaterally

o¤ering a non-exclusive tari¤. Second, under exclusive representation �rms

compete in utility space, where their products are e¤ectively homogeneous.

The standard Bertrand logic then implies that the dominant �rm must win

the competition for exclusives by undercutting its rival. The weaker �rm,

which is foreclosed, must stand ready to supply its product at competitive

terms, p2 = c and F2 = 0. The dominant �rm then either charges the

monopoly price pM1 or else just undercuts the rival �whichever leads to the

lower marginal price.

Comparison. Even though the exclusive representation equilibrium is ex-

actly the same as in the competitive fringe model, the common representation

benchmark is now less competitive. Therefore, while the economic e¤ects at

work are qualitatively the same, their magnitude is di¤erent, and therefore

21In subsection 4.4 below, we shall consider the possibility that exclusive tari¤s are of-
fered but are not accepted. Even if the resulting equilibria exhibit common representation,
exclusive contracts are still not neutral.
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the impact of exclusive dealing may change.

Obviously, the dominant �rm�s rival cannot gain from exclusive dealing,

which invariably leads to its foreclosure. Perhaps less obviously, not only the

retailer never loses from exclusive dealing, as in the competitive fringe model,

but now he can actually gain. This follows from the fact that under exclusive

dealing he gets vCR(0; c) = V E(c), whereas under common representation his

payo¤ is pinned down by the barrage contracts, which are less competitive

than p2 = c and F2 = 0 but, if accepted, also deny the retailer the bene�ts

of product variety.

Whether the dominant �rm gains or not from exclusive dealing depends

again on the size of its competitive advantage. But now, the dominant �rm

may not be able to avoid an exclusive representation outcome even if it is not

pro�table. Indeed, if the rival o¤ers only an exclusive tari¤, the dominant

�rm cannot unilaterally escape from the cutthroat competition engendered

by exclusive contracts. That is, �rms may be caught in a prisoner�s dilemma

where each of them o¤ers only an exclusive tari¤ even if this leads to lower

prices and makes all of them worse o¤.

Another di¤erence with the competitive fringe model is that when c is

small, exclusive dealing may now bene�t the �nal consumers. Of course

exclusive representation entails a loss of variety, but this may now be more

than o¤set by the lower prices. To show this, let us again proxy the welfare

of �nal consumers by the retailer�s payo¤ gross of the �xed fees, as discussed

above. Consider the limiting case of symmetric �rms with linear pricing,

which is obtained for c ! 0 and � ! 1. In this limiting case, the result
follows from Beard and Stern (2008), who show that consumer surplus is

higher when only one product is available but is priced at cost (as in the

exclusive representation equilibrium) than when both products are available

but �rms exploit their market power by charging positive mark-ups (as in the

common representation equilibrium).22 By continuity, the result will continue

to hold for c positive but small enough, provided that price distortions are

22Beard and Stern (2008) actually prove the result for the case of independent products,
but the result extends to the case of imperfect substitutes.
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su¢ ciently large.

Linear demand. The above results may be clearly demonstrated in the case

of linear demand derived from the quadratic payo¤ function (6). In this case,

the best response curves pi = BRi(pj) are linearly increasing, with a slope

lower than one. This guarantees the existence of a unique pair of common

representation marginal prices, which can be calculated as:

p�1 =
�(1� )

1 + �(2� ) + c
�(1 + �)

(1 + 2�)2 � �22

p�2 =
�(1� )

1 + �(2� ) + c
(1 + �)(1 + 2�)

(1 + 2�)2 � �22 :

The actual �xed fees in the payo¤-dominant equilibrium are too cumbersome

to be reported here. They are reported in online Appendix 2, together with

the barrage tari¤s that sustain the equilibrium.

Comparing pro�ts and consumers�welfare under exclusive dealing and

common representation is then just a matter of calculation. We have:

Proposition 6 With the quadratic payo¤ function (6), for any value of �

there exist thresholds cPROF , cWELF and cDRAS, such that exclusive dealing

is: (i) unpro�table for c < cPROF and pro�table for cPROF < c < cDRAS; (ii)

welfare improving for c < cWELF and welfare decreasing for cWELF < c <

cDRAS; (iii) irrelevant for c � cDRAS. All of the thresholds converge to 1� 
as �! 0.

The explicit formulas for the thresholds are also relegated to online Ap-

pendix 2. The Appendix shows that an increase in � widens price distor-

tions and shifts the curves cPROF and cWELF down, and the curve cDRAS

up. Therefore, the stronger the price distortions, the larger the region where

exclusive dealing is pro�table and anticompetitive.

[Figure 3 about here.

Caption of �gure 3: Exclusive dealing is an equilibrium for c < cDRAS (the

grey region). It is unpro�table for both �rms when c < cPROF (�rms are
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caught here in a prisoner�s dilemma), and pro�table for the dominant �rm

when c > cPROF . Above the cWELF curve, exclusive dealing harms �nal

consumers; below, it bene�ts them.]

A look at Figure 3 shows that the two thresholds cPROF and cWELF do

not coincide. In particular, there exists a region where exclusive dealing is

both pro�table and welfare improving. However, this region is small and

vanishes when � is low. In most of the region where exclusive dealing is

welfare improving, it is not pro�table for the dominant �rm. As discussed

above, in this case �rms are e¤ectively caught in a prisoner�s dilemma. This

suggests that the procompetitive e¤ects of exclusive dealing are essentially

due to a lack of coordination among the �rms.

Exclusive dealing as an out-of-equilibrium threat. The analysis above

has shown that exclusive dealing is anticompetitive when c is large, procom-

petitive when c is small. However, these di¤erent e¤ects may not seem both

equally plausible. The anticompetitive e¤ects arise when exclusive dealing

is pro�table for the dominant �rm and weakens its competitor. In this case,

competition produces winners and losers, and winners have little incentive

to alter the outcome. The procompetitive e¤ects, in contrast, arise because

of a lack of coordination among the �rms: both lose from the cutthroat

competition created by exclusive contracts.

A skeptic might argue that such disruptive competition must in time

tend to correct itself. For example, Mathewson and Winter (1987) posit that

�rms can commit, in a �rst stage of the game, to a type of contract. With

this assumption, exclusive dealing would be observed only if it is pro�table

for the dominant �rm, and hence, essentially, only if it is anticompetitive.

However, commitments are not easy to justify in one-shot pricing games,

and coordination problems may not be that easy to solve. Nevertheless, some

coordination may be possible even ruling out commitments. Speci�cally,

suppose again that both �rms o¤er two tari¤s. When exclusive contracts
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are permitted, however, one tari¤ may be now exclusive and the other non-

exclusive.23

Under this assumption, the exclusive representation equilibrium analyzed

above continues to exist,24 but common representation equilibria may now

also appear. Essentially, in a common representation equilibrium, the exclu-

sive tari¤s are o¤ered but are not accepted and thus serve the role of barrage

tari¤s: that is, they prevent deviations to exclusive representation.

This subsection analyzes the equilibria that emerge in this case. To pre-

view the results, there are no substantial changes when exclusive dealing is

pro�table and anticompetitive. The procompetitive e¤ects of exclusive deal-

ing, by contrast, are less pronounced than in the previous analysis. However,

they do not disappear, especially if the products are good substitutes.

Linear demand. Since �rms o¤er tari¤s that are destined not to be accepted,

we have once again a multiplicity of equilibria. For consistency, we keep

focusing on the equilibrium that is payo¤ dominant for the upstream �rms.

For ease of exposition, we focus on the case of linear demand functions gener-

ated by the quadratic payo¤ (6). The detailed analysis is relegated to online

Appendix 3; here, we brie�y report the main results.

To begin with, exclusive contracts are never neutral, in a twofold sense.

First, for a range of parameter values, no common representation equilibrium

exists, so the only equilibrium is the one with exclusive representation. Es-

sentially, the dominant �rm can unilaterally enforce exclusive representation,

and it will do so when this is pro�table.

Second, even when a common representation equilibrium does exist, as

soon as � > 0, the equilibrium outcome is di¤erent from the one obtained

when exclusive contracts are prohibited. The reason for this is that the

deviations to exclusive representation may be more attractive than in the

case where exclusive contracts are prohibited. Indeed, the deviating �rm no

23This assumption captures also the common practice of exclusivity discounts, which
could not be observed if �rms o¤ered one tari¤ only. An exclusivity discount indeed
requires the combination of two tari¤s: the reference (non-exclusive) tari¤ and a tari¤
with reduced prices that applies if the buyer does not purchase from competitors.
24If the non-exclusive tari¤s are exorbitant, neither �rm has a pro�table deviation.
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longer needs to design the deviation tari¤ in such a way that the retailer

�nds it optimal not to buy from the rival: it can just impose exclusivity by

contract. Technically, the second constraint in problem (11), which always

binds when exclusive contracts are prohibited, no longer applies when the

deviation is to an exclusive contract. Since the temptation to deviate is

stronger, upstream �rms must leave to the retailer a bigger rent, reducing

the tari¤s they charge in equilibrium.25 As a result, the equilibrium is more

competitive than when exclusive contracts are prohibited.

For a range of parameter values, however, this e¤ect impacts only the

�xed fees and does not change the marginal prices, which remain p�i . In

this case, exclusive contracts are quasi-neutral in that they do not a¤ect

the �nal consumers, at least to the extent that �nal prices depend only on

wholesale marginal prices. This case arises, in particular, when the products

are relatively poor substitutes.

When the products are closer substitutes, however, the e¤ects of out-

of-equilibrium exclusive contracts are more pervasive. The deviation to ex-

clusive representation now becomes very attractive, as the business stealing

e¤ect is more pronounced. To prevent the deviation, the actual equilibrium

tari¤ must then be reduced more strongly. But since lump-sum subsidies

are never optimal, for a range of parameter values the only way to prevent

the deviation is to reduce the marginal prices below p�i . In this case, ex-

clusive contracts have a procompetitive e¤ect even if they are not taken in

equilibrium.

The comparison of the payo¤-dominant equilibria with and without ex-

clusive contracts, which is detailed in online Appendix 3, can be summarized

as follows:

Proposition 7 With the quadratic payo¤ function (6); for any value of �

25This follows from the fact that leaving some extra rent to the retailer is generally more
costly under exclusive representation than under common representation. For example,
decreasing F �i by �F

�
i lowers the left-hand side of (9) (resp., (10)) by the same amount.

However, �� increases by (1 + �)�F �i . As a result, the right-hand side of (9) (resp., (10))
decreases by at least �Fi, and in fact by more than �Fi when the second constraint in
problem (11) binds.
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there exist two thresholds, QN and cED. Common representation equilibria

exist for c � cED, whereas only the exclusive representation equilibrium exists
when c > cED. When common representation equilibria exist, if the products

are poor substitutes ( � QN) there exists a common representation equi-

librium where exclusive contracts are quasi-neutral; if instead the products

are close substitutes ( > QN), in all common representation equilibria the

marginal prices are lower than p�1 and p
�
2. As � tends to zero, both cED and

QN collapse to 1� .

The expressions for cED and QN , as well as the new expressions for cPROF

and cWELF , are reported in online Appendix 3. The curves are depicted in

Figure 4.

[Figure 4 about here.

Caption of �gure 4: With coordination, common representation occurs for

c � cED whereas only exclusive dealing equilibria exist for c > cED.
Exclusive dealing bene�ts �nal consumers for c < cWELF and harms them

for c > cWELF . Exclusive dealing is pro�table for the dominant �rm for

c > cPROF and unpro�table for c < cPROF (�rms are caught in a prisoner�s

dilemma here). To the left of the QN curve, the decrease in pro�t is caused

by a reduction in the �xed fees only; to the right, marginal prices are also

reduced. ]

Summary of results. Summarizing, a general picture emerges from the

analysis of the last two sections. First of all, exclusive contracts are of scarce

relevance when the products are poor substitutes. In this case, exclusive

dealing rarely arises in the competitive fringe model, while under duopoly

the �rms may manage to coordinate on an equilibrium in which exclusive

contracts are not taken and do not a¤ect marginal prices.

Second, when the products are perfect substitutes, exclusive dealing is

neutral. Product 2 is supplied at cost, and the dominant �rm just undercuts

the rival(s), both with and without exclusive contracts.
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Exclusive dealing is more relevant when the products are good, but not

perfect, substitutes. In this case, the e¤ects of exclusive dealing depend on

the size of the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage c. When c is large, ex-

clusive dealing is pro�table for the dominant �rm, which will therefore engage

in the practice irrespective of whether rivals are fragmented or concentrated.

Under both market structures, the outcome is likely to be anticompetitive.

When instead c is small, exclusive dealing is not pro�table. In the com-

petitive fringe model, this implies that exclusive dealing arrangements will

not be observed. Under duopoly, by contrast, �rms may get trapped in a

prisoner�s dilemma where they all lose whereas �nal consumers gain, and ex-

clusive contracts are therefore procompetitive. With more contractual �ex-

ibility, �rms may instead coordinate on common representation equilibria

where pro�t losses are lower. However, the possibility of o¤ering exclusive

contracts still exerts negative e¤ects on equilibrium prices and pro�ts.

5 Endogenous price distortions

So far we have simply assumed that �xed fees entail deadweight losses, with-

out modeling the precise reason why this is so. In this section, we analyze a

fully �edged model of price competition with uncertain demand that provides

micro-foundations for the reduced form model. The analysis shows that the

moral hazard model of Bernheim and Whinston (1998) and the adverse selec-

tion model of Calzolari and Denicolò (2013, 2015) represent, in fact, di¤erent

versions of the same theory. The same is true for the model of linear pricing

originally studied by Mathewson and Winter (1987). In all of these models,

the key factor is the upwards distortion in the marginal prices.

Model assumptions. The model is identical to that presented in section

2, except that demand is now stochastic. We capture demand uncertainty

by assuming that the retailer�s gross pro�t is now U(Q1; Q2; �), where Qi is

the quantity of good i and the stochastic variable � represents the state of

demand. It is distributed over the support (�; ��) according to a distribution
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function G(�) with positive, �nite density g(�) > 0.

Following Bernheim and Whinston (1998, sect. V), demand uncertainty

is assumed to be multiplicative. This requires that U(Q1; Q2; �) be homoge-

neous of degree one, so one can write U(Q1; Q2; �) = �u(q1; q2), where qi � Qi
�

and u(q1; q2) � U
�
Q1
�
; Q2
�
; 1
�
. With no further loss of generality, the average

value of � is normalized to 1:
R ��
�
�g(�)d� = 1. The function u(q1; q2) can then

be thought of as the retailer�s average payo¤. The deterministic model ana-

lyzed so far can be re-obtained assuming a degenerate distribution function

G(�) where all the probability mass is concentrated at � = 1.

With these assumptions, one can further specify the model as one of

moral hazard (as Bernheim andWhinston do) or adverse selection, depending

on the informational assumptions made. In all cases, upstream �rms are

assumed to be risk neutral and to maximize expected pro�ts

�i =

Z ��

�

�(pi � ci)qig(�)d� + Fi: (12)

Moral hazard. Bernheim and Whinston (1998) posit that the state of

demand � is unknown to all players at the contracting stage but is revealed

to the retailer before actual quantities are chosen. The retailer therefore

chooses which contracts to sign before observing �, and the quantities Q1

and Q2 after. The retailer is risk averse and � is not contractible (only

quantities are), so we have a problem of moral hazard.

Bernheim and Whinston propose this model in order to provide rigorous

theoretical foundations for the view that exclusive dealing may be an e¢ cient

contractual device. They highlight this possibility by looking at the extreme

case in which the products are perfect substitutes. In this case, when exclu-

sive dealing is prohibited, �rms price competitively, setting marginal prices

at cost, and �xed fees at zero. The rent left to the buyer is however uncer-

tain, as it depends on the state of demand �. With a Constant Absolute

Risk Aversion (CARA) utility function, as Bernheim and Whinston assume,

it would be e¢ cient to insure the retailer against demand shocks. In princi-
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ple, this could be done by setting marginal prices above marginal costs and

�xed fees below zero (i.e., lump-sum subsidies). In the absence of exclusivity

clauses, however, such lump-sum subsidies cannot be o¤ered, as the retailer

could pocket the subsidy o¤ered by one �rm and purchase the product from

the other. Exclusive dealing prevents this opportunistic behavior, and thus

can improve e¢ ciency in the provision of insurance.

Risk aversion however implies that upstream �rms distort marginal prices

upwards even when the products are imperfect substitutes and hence �rms

have some market power. This creates others, less benign reasons for o¤ering

exclusive contracts, which we have analyzed in the reduced-form model.26

In order to abstract from Bernheim and Whinston�s pro-e¢ ciency e¤ect and

highlight the other consequences of the upwards distortion in marginal prices,

we replace their CARA utility function with a piecewise linear one, with a

kink at the origin. With this speci�cation, the retailer is risk neutral both in

the region of monetary gains and in the region of monetary losses but dislikes

losses more than he likes gains. This rules out the possibility that lump-sum

subsidies may be optimal,27 eliminating the e¤ect discussed by Bernheim and

Whinston (1998). Still, exclusive contracts are not neutral.

To show this, normalize to one the slope of the utility function in the

region of gains, and denote its slope in the region of losses by 1 + �, so that

the parameter � � 0measures the degree of risk (loss) aversion. The retailer�s
ex ante expected payo¤ then is

(1 + �)

Z �̂

�

�R(�)g(�)d� +

Z ��

�̂

�R(�)g(�)d�; (13)

where �R(�) denotes the retailer�s ex post payo¤, net of any payment to the

�rms, as a function of the state of demand �. The cut-o¤ �̂ corresponds to

26Bernheim and Whinston do not uncover these e¤ects as they restrict attention to the
two extreme cases of perfect substitutes or independent products, where exclusive dealing
has no impact on the intensity of competition.
27Risk aversion still creates a demand for insurance that upstream �rms meet by decreas-

ing their �xed fees. However, as soon as the �xed fees vanish, the retailer is guaranteed to
stay in the region of gains, where he is e¤ectively risk neutral and thus demands no more
insurance. (Retailer�s �xed costs could be easily accommodated by suitably adjusting the
position of the kink in the utility function.)
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�R(�̂) = 0; if �R(�) is always positive, or negative, then (13) applies with

�̂ = �, or �̂ = ��. Note that in spite of its behavioral �avor, equation (13)

is fully consistent with expected utility theory. To avoid uninteresting cases

in which the retailer always ends up in the region of gains, and hence is

e¤ectively risk neutral, in the analysis of this model we shall set � = 0.

To �x ideas, let us focus on the competitive fringe model. (With minimal

changes, the analysis applies also to the case of duopoly.) Since the competi-

tive fringe always prices at cost, p2 = c and F2 = 0, the retailer�s reservation

payo¤, which is the expected utility that he can obtain by dealing with the

fringe only, is vCR(0; c).28 To guarantee retailer�s participation, the dominant

�rm must then meet the following constraint:

(1 + �)
R �̂
0
f� [v(q1)� vq1(q1)q1]� F1g g(�)d�+

+
R ��
�̂
f� [v(q1)� vq1(q1)q1]� F1g g(�)d� � vCR(0; c);

where the cut-o¤ �̂ is

�̂ =
F1

v(q1)� vq1(q1)q1
if F1
v(q1)�vq1 (q1)q1

2 (0; ��); otherwise, �̂ is either 0 or ��.
Since the participation constraint must bind in equilibrium, solving for

F1, substituting back into (12). and rearranging, one gets

�(q1) = (1� �)
�
v(q1)� (1� �)vCR(0; c)

�
+ �vq1(q1)q1; (14)

where � = 1� 1+��(�̂)

1+�G(�̂)
, �(�̂) �

R �̂
0
�g(�)d�, and � = ��(�̂)

1+��(�̂)
.

Expression (14) is clearly reminiscent of (2) in that the dominant �rm�s

pro�t is still a weighted average of its �marginal contribution�and the linear-

pricing pro�t. However, there are two di¤erences. First, the relative weight

� is now endogenous. Second, the marginal contribution is v(q1) � (1 �
�)vCR(0; c) as the outside option vCR(0; c) is adjusted to account for risk

aversion. The adjustment factor collapses to one when � = 0 (the retailer is

risk neutral) or �̂ = 0 (the retailer is always in the region of gains): in these

cases, no adjustment is needed.

28Since F2 = 0, a retailer who buys only from the fringe is guaranteed to always be in
the region of gains. Therefore, his expected utility equals his expected payo¤.
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In spite of these di¤erences, the variable � plays the same role as � in the

reduced form model. In the limiting case � = 0, which is obtained under risk

neutrality (� = 0), the optimal marginal price p1 equals the marginal cost,

and the pro�t is extracted by means of the �xed fee only. When instead

� = 1, i.e. under in�nite risk aversion (� ! 1), the �xed fee vanishes,
and the pro�t is extracted by means of positive price-cost margins only. For

intermediate degrees of risk aversion, the �rm complements �xed fees with

positive price-cost margins as a means of pro�t extraction, exactly as in the

reduced-form model.

Proposition 8 For any �nite � > 0, both the optimal �xed fee and the

optimal price-cost margin are positive: F1 > 0 and p1 > 0.

The upwards distortion in the marginal price was noted by Rey and

Tirole (1986) and Bernheim and Whinston (1998); a similar result can also

be found in Png and Wang (2010).29 The intuition is that relying exclusively

on the �xed fee as a means of rent extraction exposes the retailer to the risk

of making large payments even if demand turns out to be low. To reduce

the risk, the upstream �rm lowers its �xed fee and distorts its marginal price

upwards.

The endogeneity of the weight � complicates the analysis, but for the

quadratic payo¤ function (6) the moral hazard model can be solved explicitly,

as we do in online Appendix 4. The analysis shows that the qualitative results

are identical to those of the reduced-form model.

Adverse selection. In the adverse selection speci�cation of the model,

the retailer knows the state of demand � at the contracting stage whereas

upstream �rms do not. The retailer then chooses both which contracts to

sign and the volumes to purchase knowing �, and thus he maximizes �R(�)

pointwise. As a result, his attitude towards risk is now irrelevant.

29To be precise, Png and Wang show that the result holds as long as the total and the
marginal payo¤s are positively correlated. The assumption of multiplicative uncertainty
guarantees that this is always true in our model.
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The resulting model is similar to that analyzed by Calzolari and Denicolò

(2013, 2015), with two main di¤erences. First, they allow �rms to o¤er

menus of two-part tari¤s, which gives plenty of scope for price discrimination.

Their detailed analysis of the optimal screening of buyers may suggest that

exclusive dealing should be viewed, in an adverse selection framework, mainly

as a means to better price discriminate. But in fact, in their framework

exclusive dealing serves essentially to boost the demand for the dominant

�rm�s product; price discrimination is a secondary factor. Our focus on two-

part tari¤s, which reduces the scope for price discrimination as far as this is

possible in this class of models, helps clarify this point.

Second, they assume that uncertainty is so high that for low realizations

of demand the retailer does not buy in equilibrium. Here instead we consider

also the case of limited uncertainty, where the retailer always buys. This

allows us to clarify that even minimal price distortions may su¢ ce to generate

the e¤ects of interest. (Price distortions are small precisely when uncertainty

is limited.)

To proceed, let us start precisely from the case where � is su¢ ciently

close to �� that the market is covered, meaning that it is optimal to have the

retailer sign the dominant �rm�s contract in all states of demand. In this

case, the participation constraint is:

� [v(q1)� vq1(q1)q1]� F1 = �vCR(0; c):

Solving for F1 and substituting into (12) one gets

�(q1) = �
�
v(q1)� vCR(0; c)

�
+ (1� �)vq1(q1)q1: (15)

The pro�t is again a weighted average of the marginal contribution and the

linear-pricing pro�t. The weights are constant, exactly as in the reduced-form

model. In particular, the reduced-form model is re-obtained for � = 1��
�
.

The case of an uncovered market can be treated in a similar way. An

expression similar to (15) is obtained, but the weight are now endogenous,

as in the moral hazard model.30

30Denote by �̂ the marginal retailer, i.e. the lowest state of demand for which the retailer
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Both with covered and uncovered market, when uncertainty vanishes,

i.e. for � = ��(= 1); the pro�t reduces to the marginal contribution, so the

rent is extracted by means of the �xed fee only. But as soon as there is

some uncertainty, � < 1 < ��, the weight of the linear-pricing pro�t becomes

positive. As a result, the marginal price is distorted upwards, and the �xed

fee is correspondingly reduced.

Proposition 9 For any � < ��, in the adverse selection model the optimal

�xed fee is non-negative and the optimal price-cost margin is positive: F1 � 0
and p1 > 0.

The distortion in the marginal price is a familiar property of models of

adverse selection. Intuitively, a �rm that relies exclusively on the �xed fee

maximizes the surplus extracted from the retailer when demand is lowest

(� = �), but leaves him too much rent in higher demand states. Distorting

marginal prices upwards (and hence quantities downwards) reduces the rent

that is left to infra-marginal retailers.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we have analyzed exclusive dealing when �rms compete in two-

part tari¤s. We have focused on product market competition, abstracting

from any possible e¤ect on entry, exit, investments, or other strategic choices.

Crucially, we have allowed for market imperfections that make it optimal for

�rms to distort marginal prices upwards.

purchases a positive amount of good 1; it is implicitly de�ned by the condition:

�̂ [v(q1)� vq1(q1)q1]� F1 = �̂vCR(0; c):

Solving for F and substituting into (12) one now gets

�(q1) = �
�
v(q1)� vCR(0; c)

�
+ vq1(q1)q1;

where � = �̂
h
1�G(�̂)

i
and  =

R ��
�̂
�g(�)d� � �. If �̂ = �, we re-obtain formula (15).

When instead �̂ > �, the weights � and  add up to less than one. This re�ects the pro�t
lost because the retailer is ine¢ ciently excluded in low states of demand. The weights
are again endogenous, as in the moral hazard model. Proposition 9 applies irrespective of
whether the market is covered or uncovered.
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In this framework, the e¤ects of exclusive dealing depend on the size

of the dominant �rm�s competitive advantage. When it is weak, exclusive

dealing reduces pro�ts and increases consumers�welfare; when it is strong,

exclusive dealing is pro�table for the dominant �rm and harms both rivals

and �nal consumers.

The analysis has both policy and methodological implications. In terms

of policy, it provides a theory of harm that antitrust authorities can apply

in the analysis of exclusive dealing cases. The mechanism through which

exclusive dealing produces anticompetitive e¤ects is simply that it boosts

the demand for the dominant �rm�s product and steals the rivals�business.

Consumers may be harmed in terms of higher prices, reduced variety, or

both.

Importantly, all of these e¤ects are direct. Most alternative theories, by

contrast, are based on the notion that exclusive dealing can be pro�table only

indirectly, by weakening rivals and allowing the dominant �rm to gain in the

future, or in adjacent markets. These theories of harm follow the same pro�t

sacri�ce/recoupment logic as is commonly adopted in cases of predation.

Hence, they imply that policy should weight the immediate social bene�ts

from the allegedly anticompetitive practice against the future costs. The

latter, however, may be di¢ cult to assess as they may not have materialized

yet.

Our theory of harm does not require speculating on future social costs.

However, agencies and the courts must keep in mind the possibility that ex-

clusive dealing may bene�t consumers by intensifying the competition among

the �rms. This possibility arises when the dominant �rm�s competitive ad-

vantage over its rivals is small. Assessing whether this is so may be di¢ cult

but not impossible, as the size of the competitive advantage correlates with

observable variables, such as for instance pro�ts or market shares.

In terms of methodology, the article provides tools for the analysis of

optimal pricing when trade is non-anonymous, which is normally the case

in vertical relations. In principle, with non-anonymous trade, sellers who
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possess market power could extract their pro�t e¢ ciently by means of �xed

fees. But then many problems that are commonly perceived as real, such

as for instance double marginalization, or royalty stacking in the licensing

of complementary patents, would disappear. To analyze these problems,

economists often restrict �rms to linear pricing, which is clearly ad hoc. The

reduced-form approach presented in this article o¤ers a more rigorous and

yet analytically tractable alternative, which may prove useful in the analysis

of other problems in the economics of vertical relations.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1. When exclusive contracts are prohibited, the

semi-indirect payo¤function v(q1; c) = max[vCR(q1; c); vE(q1)] has two branches,

with a kink in between. The pro�t function (2) clearly inherits the same prop-

erty. The kink in both functions occurs at q1 = qlim1 , where q
lim
1 is the lowest

q1 such that argmaxq2�0 [u(q1; q2)� cq2] = 0 and thus is implicitly de�ned by
the condition that uq2(q

lim
1 ; 0) = c: If this equation does not have a solution,

de�ne qlim1 (c) = 1. However, for c large enough a �nite solution exists by
the assumptions of a �nite choke price and strict substitutability.

The solution to the dominant �rm�s pricing problem may then lie on

either branch of the pro�t function, or at the kink. The common representa-

tion equilibrium arises when the maximum is attained to the left of the kink,

where v = vCR(q1; c). The maximum is then implicitly de�ned by condition

(3).

This is an equilibrium when q�1 < q
lim
1 . Note that clim is by de�nition a

value of c that makes q�1 equal to q
lim
1 (see condition (5)). Existence of clim

follows from the continuity of the left-hand side of (5) and the observation

that q�1 � qlim1 = 0 for c = �p2 and q�1 � �q1 � qlim1 for c = 0. Since q1 = qlim1
implies q2 = 0, by the strict quasi-concavity of the pro�t function, clim is

unique. It then follows immediately that inequality q�1 < qlim1 is equivalent

to c < clim. In this region, we have therefore the common representation

equilibrium.

The monopoly equilibrium arises instead when the maximum of (2) is

attained to the right of the kink, where v = vE(qi). The maximum is now

implicitly de�ned by (4). This solution applies when c is su¢ ciently large

that qM1 � qlim1 . Since qlim1 is decreasing in c whereas qM1 does not depend on

c, this condition is equivalent to c � cDRAS � uq2(qM1 ; 0).
For intermediate values of the competitive advantage, i.e. clim � c <

cDRAS, we have q�1 � qlim1 � qM1 . By the strict quasi-concavity of the pro�t

function, it follows that the function is increasing to the left of the kink
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and decreasing to its right, so the optimum is achieved exactly at the kink:

q1 = q
lim
1 . �

Proof of Proposition 2. The dominant �rm maximizes its pro�t

�1(q1) =
1

1 + �

�
vE(q1)� vCR(0; c)

�
+

�

1 + �
vEq1(q1)q1:

This expression, however, holds only as long as F1 � 0. By assumption,

the deadweight loss � disappears when F1 < 0; in other words, lump-sum

subsidies do not entail any bene�t. Clearly, condition F1 � 0 is equivalent

to vE(q1) � vEq1(q1)q1 � vCR(0; c) � 0. When this inequality is reversed, the
pro�t function becomes �1(q1) = vE(q1)� vCR(0; c).

When c � pM1 (�); we have v
E(qM1 ) � vEq1(qM1 )qM1 � vCR(0; c): The �xed

fee is then non negative, and hence the optimum is achieved at the monopoly

output qM1 .

If instead c < pM1 (�), we have v
E(qM1 ) � vEq1(qM1 )qM1 < vCR(0; c), which

implies that at the monopoly output the �xed fee would be negative. But

this is not possible, as we have shown in the main text. It follows that the

dominant �rm must set p1 = c and F1 = 0. �

Proof of Proposition 3. First of all, note that exclusive dealing is al-

ways pro�table when clim � c < cDRAS. The reason for this is that in this

region the semi-indirect payo¤ function is vE(q1) both with and without ex-

clusive dealing clauses. With non exclusive contracts, however, the price is

bounded above by plim1 , whereas under exclusive dealing it is not. Plainly,

the unconstrained solution must be strictly better than the constrained one.

It remains to show that the interval cDRAS > c � clim is non-empty as

soon as � > 0. From the de�nitions it follows that inequality cDRAS > clim

is equivalent to qlim1 > qM1 . So we must show that for c < cDRAS, inequality

qlim1 � qM1 is strict as soon as � > 0.

To show this, note that condition (4) may be rewritten as

uq1(q
M
1 ; 0) +

�

1 + �

�
uq1q1(q

M
1 ; 0)

�
qM1 = 0,

whereas condition (3), evaluated at q�1 = q
lim
1 and using the properties of the
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semi-indirect payo¤ function (footnote 6), becomes

uq1(q
lim
1 ; 0) +

�

1 + �

�
uq1q1(q

lim
1 ; 0)�

uq1q2(q
lim
1 ; 0) uq2q1(q

lim
1 ; 0)

uq2q2(q
lim
1 ; 0)

�
qlim1 = 0.

It follows that for � = 0, we have qM1 = qlim1 , as only the �rst term on the left-

hand sides of the two equation counts, and that term is identical. However,

as soon as � > 0 the second term on the left-hand sides matters. Since this

term is greater in the second equation than in the �rst, by the strict concavity

of the retailer�s payo¤ function, we must have qlim1 > qM1 . This completes the

proof of the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition 4. See online Appendix 1. �

Proof of Proposition 5. First of all, notice that if there exists a value of

F such that

p�1q
CR
1 (p�1; p

�
2) + (p

�
2 � c) qCR2 (p�1; p

�
2) + F =

~p1(�)q
E
1 (~p1(�)) + [~p2(�)� c] qE2 (~p2(�)) + ~F1(�) + ~F2(�)

(A1)

for

� = v(p�1; p
�
2)� (1 + �)F

then there exists a triple (��; F �1 ; F
�
2 ) that solves system (8)-(10). The reason

for this is that equation (9) depends only on F �1 and (10) only on F
�
2 , so it is

always possible to split the aggregate �xed fee F into two parts F �1 and F
�
2

such that both (9) and (10) separately but simultaneously hold.

To prove the existence of a solution to (A1), consider �rst the case in

which the �xed fees are such that, at the equilibrium actual tari¤s, the retailer

is indi¤erent between dealing with both �rms or with only either one. That

is

v(p�1; p
�
2)� (1 + �)( �F1 + �F2) = v

E(p�1)� (1 + �) �F1 = vE(p�2)� (1 + �) �F2:

Then we know that both �rms have a pro�table deviation to exclusive rep-

resentation, which is to reduce p�i slightly without changing Fi. As argued

in the main text, this is more pro�table than tari¤ (p�i ; �Fi) as it induces the

retailer to increase the purchases of product i by a discrete amount. This
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implies that when �F = �F1 + �F2 and � = v(p�1; p
�
2) � (1 + �)( �F1 + �F2), the

left-hand side of (A1) is strictly lower than the right-hand side.

Next, let us decrease F , and hence increase � = v(p�1; p
�
2) � (1 + �)F ,

down to the point where � = vE(0) (if v(p�1; p
�
2) � vE(0)) or to F = 0 (if

v(p�1; p
�
2) < v

E(0)). In the former case, the right-hand side of (A1) vanishes

and thus is strictly lower than the left-hand side. In the latter case, the

second constraint in problem (11) implies that ~pi must be set at plimi (p
�
j),

which is de�ned as uqi(q
lim
i (p

�
j); 0) where q

lim
i (p

�
j) is implicitly given by the

condition uqj(q
lim
i (p

�
j); 0) = p

�
j . But for both �rms, the pro�t associated with

this limit price must be lower than the common representation pro�t, as the

latter is maximized at p�i (given p
�
j) and the pro�t function is by assumption

strictly quasi-concave. Thus, when F = 0 the right-hand side of (A1) must

be strictly lower than the left-hand side.

By the mean value theorem we can then conclude that there exists a value

of F such that (A1) holds, and hence that there exists a triple (��; F �1 ; F
�
2 )

that solves system (12)-(14).

It remains to show that the actual tari¤s (p�i ; F
�
i ) and the barrage tari¤s�

0; V
E(0)���
1+�

�
are a payo¤ dominant equilibrium when c < clim. The proof

follows the logic sketched in the main text. We must show that the retailer

takes the actual tari¤s rather than the barrage tari¤s, and that no �rm has

any pro�table deviation.

That the retailer takes the actual tari¤s is guaranteed by our tie-breaking

rule (see footnote 8).

As for the upstream �rms, there are two types of possible deviations:

deviations that still lead to a common representation outcome, and devi-

ations that lead to an exclusive representation outcome. By construction,

the most pro�table deviation that would lead to exclusive representation is

less pro�table than the equilibrium actual tari¤, so there are no deviation

to exclusive representation. As for deviations to a di¤erent common repre-

sentation outcome, the analysis in the main text shows that any marginal

price di¤erent from p�i would lead to lower pro�ts, given p
�
j ; furthermore, the
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�xed fee F �i cannot be increased for otherwise the retailer would switch to

the barrage tari¤ o¤ered by �rm j.

Lastly, we must show that there exists no other equilibrium where the

upstream �rms�pro�ts are larger. Since the marginal prices are pinned down

uniquely, other common representation equilibria may di¤er only in the level

of the �xed fees. So, suppose both �rms increase both their actual and

barrage �xed fees by �F (a coordinated increase is necessary as otherwise

the retailer would switch to exclusive representation). The left-hand side of

(9) (resp., (10)) would then increase by�F . As a result, �� would increase by

(1 + �)�F �i . But then the right-hand side of (9) (resp., (10)) would increase

by more than �F , because of the second constraint in problem (11).

This completes the proof of the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition 6. See online Appendix 2. �

Proof of Proposition 7. See online Appendix 3. �

Proof of Proposition 8. To show that F1 > 0, it su¢ ces to note that

v(q1)�q1vq1(q1) is always positive by the concavity of v(q1). Therefore, F1 � 0
would imply �̂ = 0. But then the pro�t would become v(q1)�vCR(0; c), which
is maximized at p1 = 0. Clearly, though, p1 = 0 and F1 � 0 cannot be the
optimal tari¤.

To show that p1 > 0, suppose to the contrary that p1 = 0. Consider

then a small increase dp1 > 0 in p1 and a corresponding decrease q1(0)� dp1
in F1, where q1(p1) is the inverse of p1 = vq1(q1). In other words, the �xed

payment F1 decreases by the same amount by which the average variable

payment p1q1 increases. With this change in the price schedule, the �rm�s

average pro�t by construction does not change. Since the total surplus v(q1)

is maximized at p1 = 0, a small change in p1 has a second order e¤ect on

it. Therefore, the retailer�s average pro�t, which is the di¤erence between

the average total surplus and the average pro�t of the dominant �rm, does

not change. However, the retailer�s pro�t has become less uncertain, so the

participation constraint is now slack. This means that the �xed fee may

actually be reduced by less than q1(0)�dp1, which makes the increase in the
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marginal price pro�table. �

Proof of Proposition 9. To show that F1 � 0, suppose to the contrary
that F1 < 0. In this case, participation is guaranteed for all types �. Now,

consider type ��. Take a small decrease dp1 < 0 in p1 and a corresponding

increase in F1 that leaves the pro�t extracted from retailer �� una¤ected.

Since the pro�t extracted via the price cost margin is lower for types � < ��

than for type ��, this change increases the �rm�s total pro�t. This shows that

F1 < 0 cannot be optimal.

To prove the second part of the proposition, we proceed as in the proof

of Proposition 8. Thus, suppose to the contrary that p1 = 0 and consider

a small increase dp1 > 0 in p1 and a corresponding decrease in F1 equal

to dF1 = �� � q1(0) � dp1. By construction, this change does not a¤ect
participation, as the retailer�s payo¤ is una¤ected when � = �. Furthermore,

the change has a second-order impact on the �rst term of the pro�t function,

but the impact on the second term (which is positive) is �rst order. This

means that the increase in the marginal price is pro�table.

The proof can be easily adapted to the case of an uncovered market,

by replacing � with the marginal retailer �̂ de�ned in footnote 30. By con-

struction, the change in the tari¤ does not a¤ect the marginal retailer �̂, and

hence the weights � and  in the pro�t function in footnote 30. The proof

can then proceed exactly as in the case of a covered market. �
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